UDFSC Test Schedule
February 15, 2024

Rust Arena

9:00 – 9:05 AM  Warm Up Silver, Pre Gold, & Gold Skating Skills

9:05 – 9:40 AM  Test Gold Skating Skills – Lucy Bryde
                 Test Pre-Gold Skating Skills - Hannah Luo
                 Test Silver Skating Skills – Megan Falcone

9:40 – 9:45 AM  Warm Up Pre-Pre and Bronze Skating Skills

9:45 – 10:05 AM Test Bronze Skating Skills - Emma Wrinn
             Test Pre-Preliminary Skating Skills – Madelyn Falcone

10:05 – 10:10 AM Warm Up Singles

10:10 – 10:20 AM Test Pre-Bronze Singles - Megan Falcone
             Test Preliminary Singles - Naomi Marshall

10:20 – 10:25 AM Warm Up Dance

10:25 – 10:30 AM Test Solo Fourteenstep - Katie Caruso